ing; thus allowing full vision of a large portion of the beautiful course. The fourth side has a bar of used brick and redwood. The floor is of craborchard flagstone and the plastered ceiling is dotted with recessed spotlights. Interior woodwork of antiqued redwood blends nicely with the field stone pilons that protrude into the Lounge at the two entrances.

Directly behind the bar and connected thereto is a modern kitchen, equipped for short orders and furnished with stainless steel fixtures. These units combine to form one large recreational unit, completely segregated from the Pro Shop with its auxiliary units.

The Pro Shop, located next to the kitchen, has two opposite exterior walls of glass which permits a clear view to both the practice green and the eighteenth green. Against the remaining walls are display cases to accommodate all types of merchandise arranged in accordance with suggestions by Druid Hills pro Charlie Miller. This room has a Green deep pile Rayon carpet made by E. T. Barwick Mills of Chamlee, Ga.

This is a most interesting room with its walls and cases of North Georgia Birch trimmed in redwood. Troffer and eyeball lights are recessed in an acoustical ceiling.

Ample space is provided for a customer to swing any club without danger to the fixtures.

Adjoining this shop on one side and connected, is the Pro’s Office with ample storage, a cleaning room (with a Fred Haas machine), repair room and club storage room. These utility rooms are arranged in order to permit the caddies from the 18th green to pass the clubs through a copper-clad dutch door into the cleaning room. A similar exterior door is provided in the club storage near the practice green and first green. The storage room has steel bins made by Berger Mfg. Co.

This two story structure, approximately 60 ft. by 112 ft. erected at a cost of $132,892, also provides a suspended gallery at the second floor level extending from the Lounge entrance along the Pro Shop unit, facing the 18th green.

As work progressed on the golfers pavilion, another sorely needed facility began to take form. Due to the overall layout of the Club, the Caddie House was located on the edge of the parking area in rear of the main Clubhouse.

This so-called Caddie House was composed of two separate dilapidated wooden structure. One housed the caddie-master and 15 ft. away was the other which housed the caddies. Time had arrived to eliminate these eyesores and plans were prepared for a fire resisting structure to consolidate both old structures. This new caddie house was placed on the site of the old caddie-master’s Office at a cost of $6,465.

Masterson, Muny Golf
Director, Ingenious

P. M. (Pete) Masterson, Seattle, Wash., Director of Municipal Golf, is one of golf’s busiest inventors. Pete invented a cushion cup for fitting over sprinkler heads, and is bringing out a theft-proof ball washer.

One of Masterson’s ideas which got him a special award of $250 from the Seattle City Council, as one of its awards under the council’s “Suggestion Award” program is a device for injecting solid in semi-liquid form under 2000 lbs. pressure to fill depressions in turf.

The device saved the city $8,000 on its muny courses and has been used with success and saving at other courses.